Hello to all new members! Here at the Phi Nu chapter, we like to think of our members as active learners who strive for scholarly greatness every day. This newsletter is to provide tools, so that members who can build their criminal justice brands individually and collectively.

Technology Forum: CACITA Conference
Ventura County uses Sheriff Geoff Dean’s iCOP software tool to capture CIT encounters in the field digitally. Take Me Home Program is a San Diego County photo-based information system to help get disoriented persons back home safely.

Field Suggestions
If you have new criminal justice technology, member accomplishments, or best field practice suggestions please contact us at CRJSHonorSociety@mail.waldenu.edu so we may share with all of our members.

Please welcome Phi Nu’s faculty members:
Chapter Advisor Dr. Gregory Campbell, President Monique Allen, Vice President Robert Johnson, Press Secretary Curtis Sutton, and Social Media / Communications Assistant Aleta Eldridge.

Member Accomplishments
Our President, Monique Allen, has recently been asked to join the California Crisis Intervention Training Association (CACITA) organization as the Newsletter’s Editor. She successfully pitched the idea of having an informative newsletter to the CACITA board of directors, produced a mock sample newsletter and was hired as a volunteer shortly thereafter.

Our Press Secretary, Curtis Sutton, is an active member of the Tennessee Association of Mediators and provides free mediation services for the court.

Our Social Media / Communications Assistant, Aleta Eldridge, was a coroner and locates missing children. She is affiliated with Commonwealth of Kentucky Emergency Management, Jefferson County Search Dog Association, and is a member of the 1st Priority Search and Rescue. Her presentations include Coroners and Search and Rescue Groups Working Together.

“The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to reach your full potential… these are the keys that will unlock the door to personal excellence.”
-Confucius

Phi Nu Chapter Objectives:
Walden University students work in alignment of social change. The Phi Nu Chapter adds to that objective by helping student gain scholarly fulfillments by using the criminal justice field as a vocal platform.
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